LewisX: a neural stem cell specific glycan?
LewisX (LeX) detecting antibodies are routinely used for cell sorting of neural stem- and progenitor cells (NSPCs). Applications include the enrichment of NSPCs after neural differentiation of human induced pluripotent- or embryonic stem cells, as well as their direct isolation from mouse neural tissue. Nevertheless, only little is known about the role of LeX in the central nervous system. Here we review the current knowledge on LeX-containing glycans expressed by neural stem cells and their progeny. New LeX-carrier proteins and ligands have recently been identified which reveal further insights into the potential function(s) of LeX-glycans. Moreover, evidence accumulates that individual LeX detecting antibody clones vary in their suitability as neural stem cell specific biomarker. Each antibody clone detects a unique LeX-containing glycan epitope. This allows a versatile utilization of anti-LeX antibodies that goes beyond neural stem cell sorting applications.